LANGUAGE AND SEXUALITY

CSLS Lecture Series – Autumn 2018
Tuesdays, 16.30-18.00, Unitobler F023

18th Sep
CRISPIN THURLOW University of Bern, Switzerland
Framing Language and Sexuality: Making Sense of „S“

25th Sep
DON KULICK Uppsala University, Sweden
Queer at the Limits: Sex, Disability and the Ethics of Engagement

2nd Oct
LAL ZIMMAN University of California Santa Barbara, USA
Towards a Trans Linguistics: Rethinking Language, Gender, and Sexuality [*]

9th Oct
VERONIKA KOLLER Lancaster University, England
Language and Sexuality: Corpus Linguistic Approaches to Collective Identity

16th Oct
MIE HIRAMOTO National U of Singapore, Singapore
Language and Sexuality in Mediatized East Asia [*]

23rd Oct
KIRA HALL University of Colorado at Boulder, USA
Language and Sexual Modernity in India’s Expanding Middle Classes

30th Oct
WILLIAM LEAP American University, Washington, USA
Language, Sexuality, History: Imagining a Queer Historical Linguistics

6th Nov
DENIS PROVENCHER University of Arizona, USA
Queer Maghrebi French: Language, Temporalities, Transfiliations [*]

13th Nov
EREZ LEVON Queen Mary University of London, England
Variationist Perspectives on Language and Sexuality: Alignment and Belonging

20th Nov
BRIAN KING University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Language and Embodied Sexuality [*]

27th Nov
TOMMASO MILANI University of Gothenburg, Sweden
Homotopia: Language, Space and Vicious Belonging

4th Dec
LUCY JONES University of Nottingham, England
Normativity and the Discourse of ‘Normal’ in an LGBT Youth Group

[*] Lecture delivered via Skype

With major funding from the Center for the Study of Language and Society, this lecture series is also financially sponsored by the following UniBe units: Interdisciplinary Centre for Gender Studies (IZGF), Office for Gender Equality, Faculty of Humanities’ Equality Commission, Department of Linguistics, as well as the Department of English’s sections for Modern English Linguistics and Language and Communication.